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ABSTRACT
Nanotechnology is a rapidly emerging field in which the material structures are of the size 100 nanometers or
smaller. Thus, analyzing images at the nanoscale level is a challenging task. Users in this field are interested in image
analysis and processing to draw conclusions such as the impact of various experimental conditions on the nature of the
image and consequently their usefulness in several applications. This motivates our work that involves designing a
system that will not only recognize similarities and differences among images, but do so efficiently and accurately.
Features are representative of the manner in which images are compared by human experts by finding empirical data
about particle sizes, material depth, inter-particle distances and so forth. In this work, we look into the use of features
for comparison by implementing a feature-based algorithm on real image data sets from nanotechnology and thereafter
using the results in processes such as clustering that are commonly applied by users to analyze images. We are able to
effectively assess the feature-based approach in a real-world context as corroborated by our experimental evaluation.

1. INTRODUCTION
As science moves into the future, the gaze has been set on nanotechnology as an answer to various issues ranging
from the increasing miniaturization of technology to the detection of diseases and pathogens. The applications are so
numerous because of the fact that many things react differently on a nanoscale than they do at higher scales. Some of
the possibilities afforded by nanotechnology include high strength building materials, where the reduced diameter of
fibers increases the general properties, or air filters where the size of the holes through which particles can pass are
smaller and therefore more efficient and effective. With ever more opportunity for nanotechnology research expansion in
the future, the need to classify nanoscale images will become more and more pervasive.
Nanotechnology is thus a rapidly emerging field, one in which the material structures are of the size 100 nanometers
or smaller [2,4]. Analyzing images at the nanoscale level is a challenging task. This motivates the research problem of
quickly recognizing and examining similarities among images. Databases can be filled with thousands of images, far too
many to go through manually. In order to track changes in materials or anomalies, researchers need a reliable form of
image mining. This project focuses on research in the field of image recognition and categorization. The goals of this
project are to design a system that will recognize similarities in images efficiently and accurately.
The images used in this paper are taken from either a scanning electron microscope (SEM) or a transmission
electron microscope (TEM). SEM microscopes send a beam of electrons over a surface and track the reaction of the
electrons to the surface of the material; this method offers a look at the topology of the material. TEM microscopes send
a beam of electrons through the material and record the reaction of the electrons as they pass through; this method looks
at the internal structure of the material. The scale of the sample ranges from 100 nm to 10µm. The subjects are
composed mostly of Fe, Cu, and Co. The sample data set in this paper consists of 34 images, each of which had its
features measured and stored in a database.
The project goal of using features is intended to be representative of how images are compared manually by
researchers who find empirical data about the particle sizes, material depth, inter-particle distances etc. Instead of
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performing the comparisons manually however, an algorithm is needed to categorize the images and adjust itself to most
accurately pair them. This approach simulates what can be observed using domain knowledge about the images by a
discerning scientist. In order to perform accurate comparisons we need a distance function that simulates prior domain
knowledge. Such a distance function is not known apriori.
The proposed approach to learn the required distance function is to implement an algorithm called “FeaturesRank”
[10] in the code. This is the next step in the research project and will be used to identify the benefits and limits to this
approach. Implementation has been completed with the aid of MATLAB and the clustering toolbox. All work has been
done in conjunction with experts from the field, as their input was crucial in the determining of the accuracy of the
finished models. Related work is in the field of nanotechnology with many of the previous approaches focusing on
specific datasets whereas the approach outlined here allows for flexibility in the domain.
The balance of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the proposed image processing approach of
following the “FeaturesRank” algorithm. Section 3 discusses how the algorithm with be implemented in MATLAB code.
Section 4 presents the analysis of the code and assesses how well the images were grouped. Section 5 is an overview of
some real-world applications for this work. Section 6 summarizes related work. Section 7 concludes this phase of the
research and discusses opportunities in the future.

2. PROPOSED APPROACH
We propose to use an approach for processing nanoscale images that implements an algorithm named
“FeaturesRank” [10] by Varde et al., which is summarized in Figure 1 for convenience. This algorithm is a multi step
process that uses a database of images and their features as a training set and employs machine learning techniques to
output a weighted distance function for use on test images.
Algorithm: FeaturesRank
•

•
•

Given:
o Training samples with n pairs of 2n distinct objects
o Total number of similarity levels L
o Level of similarity in training samples LT(P) identified for each pair P
o F features f1 through fF applicable to objects
o Error threshold τ
Learn: Distance function ∆ with relative importance of features
Process:

∆ =∑

F

αf∆f

1.

Define

2.
3.

Consider any clustering algorithm
Let number of clusters = 2 throughout, initialize number of error pairs E = 0
a. For I = 1 to L
i. Cluster 2n objects in L levels using distance

f =1

where af is weight of feature f

∆ =∑
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
4.

Return current

F
f =1

αf∆f

For P = 1 to n pairs in training samples
Calculate LC(P) in clusters
If LC(P) ≠ LT(P) then E = E + 1
Calculate error Φ ≤ τ or max iterations reached go to step 4
Apply Feature Weight Heuristic to get new ∆f and go to 3a

∆ =∑

F
f =1

αf∆f

as learned distance function

Figure 1. The FeaturesRank algorithm used in this work

As can be seen in Figure 1, the algorithm is a 4-step process in which the weights are applied to the given images
and their features. These adjusted groups are then processed through a clustering algorithm applied iteratively. In the
case of this approach we use k-means. Then two important values called the step and blame are calculated below with
reference to the equations given by “FeaturesRank” [10] stated below. Step is the difference between the levels of

similarity in the clustering and the level of similarity designated by the experts. Blame is the feature that is most
culpable for the error. These are the key deciding values in recalculating the weights. The weights are then reapplied
and the process starts again till the error drops below a given threshold.

Step = S(Ia ,Ib ) = LT(Ia ,Ib ) − LC(Ia ,Ib )

Blame = B f (Ia ,Ib ) =

∆ f (Ia ,Ib )
∆(Ia ,Ib )

(1)

The images are clustered on multiple levels using the k-means clustering process that allows for multiple
dimensions of comparison to be made. In this paper, 3 levels are used, the first level indicating the least similar pairings
of images and the last level meaning the most similar pairings. Figure 2 offers a graphical look into the separation of
groups. It can be seen that each level taken individually represents groupings of similar images. The top has groups that
mean an image is either similar because it is in the same group or it is completely dissimilar. As the images get
percolated through the levels the degree of similarity increases. Any images grouped together in level three are usually
images that have distinctly similar appearances if observed by a domain expert.

Figure 2. Graphical representation of the manner in which the FeaturesRank algorithm separates images

Cluster Class:
results1[] = kmeans(featuresMatrix)
subcluster1 = featuresMatrix where results1 = 0
subcluster2 = featuresMatrix where results1 = 1
results2[] = kmeans(subcluster1)
results3[] = kmeans(subcluster2)
subcluster3 = subcluster1 where results2 = 0
subcluster4 = subcluster1 where results2 = 1
subcluster5 = subcluster2 where results3 = 0
subcluster6 = subcluster2 where results3 = 1
...
Figure 3. Pseudocode for the implementation of the clustering algorithm

Main Application:
while error > acceptableError
features[] * weights[]
cluster(featuresMatrix)
errorPairs(clusteredResults,
expectedPairs)
error()
weghts[] = weights[] * errorOffset
Figure 4. Pseudocode for the main application used for this approach

The clustering algorithm applied here as shown in Figure 3 is used for the first level to split the images into two
groups, and then used again on the children of the first level to populate the second level. This is repeated to the desired
level of depth. The manner in which MATLAB performs k-means clustering, a resultant matrix is created with the
results of the clustering. This resultant cluster is used to separate the original feature matrix into two distinct matrices
that can be further clustered. The overall approach as used in this paper is summarized in the pseudocode in Figure 4.
After the levels are filled in, comparisons are made between pairs of images. Domain experts outline pairs that are
similar to a certain level and these pairs are used to test the accuracy of the clusters. Any pairs that are found to be in
error are used to fix the weights using step and blame heuristic to adjust. This process is repeated until the number of
error pairs is within an acceptable range. The error is used to determine whether or not the clustering algorithm is
working properly using the distance function in the given iteration as determined by a weighted sum of features. Once it
is within or below the acceptable range it can be said that the weights have been properly adjusted with respect to the
given features and the algorithm has finished its intended goal. Thus, the distance function that corresponds to the error
below threshold can be considered to adequately represent the feature-based notion for image processing as appropriate
within the domain. This learned distance function is the output of FeaturesRank and can then be used for various tasks
such as image comparison, similarity search and grouping of images in the domain.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
The first part of the project involved contacting the domain experts to obtain images to be used for classification as
well as to gain their support for assessing the outcomes of the algorithms and to supply some of the initial metadata
needed for this feature-based approach.
MATLAB was chosen as the system to implement this feature-based approach for image processing mostly due to
its matrix manipulation capabilities. The toolbox that contained the k-means clustering algorithm was also a key
deciding factor. The data takes on the form of an “n x m” matrix with “n” being the number of images and “m” being
the number of features. As stated earlier, Figure 4 shows the pseudocode for the analysis, with each function occupying
its own file that was called from a main driver method.

Figure 5. Shaded sections with sample signatures

Composed of about a dozen different functions the program receives a matrix containing images in rows and
features in the columns. This matrix is then numbered for identification and sent off to the clustering algorithm. The
result of the algorithm is two groups of images. From then on, the images in one group will have no connection to the
images in the other. This first level of separation therefore designates images with the least features in common. The
two groups are then clustered again individually. Afterwards there are four children groups, two for each super level.
As images are grouped into further sub levels, they are only grouped into one cluster per level. This creates a unique
signature that can be used for comparisons. If the clusters are labeled left to right, top to bottom, the first level is labeled
(1, 2) the second (3, 4, 5, 6) and so forth down the tree. This results in a signature such as (1, 3, 8). An image with (2)
as its first identifier would therefore be the most dissimilar from the example image (1, 3, 8), whereas an image with the
signature (1, 3, 7) would be similar down to the second deepest layer. To simplify comparisons, the number of clusters
images have in common are tallied and the resulting number is used to describe the similarity. Figure 5 shows the shaded
sections with sample signatures as explained here.
The data gathered from the domain experts includes their own interpretation of the level of similarity the images
should have after the clustering algorithm completes. If for each pair of images a level of similarity was calculated, it
would result in 34! comparisons, which even for this small subset of images is impractical, let alone the large databases
of images expected to be aided by this process. Therefore a small subset of all possible expert comparisons is actually
used in the blame calculations. The error pairs are found by comparing the results of the clustering and the expert
analysis. These error pairs are used to fix the weights. This whole process continues in a while loop till the error
threshold is reached or a predefined number of iterations are completed.
Afterwards a script is run to pull the image files from the database and print them out in pairings of 5, each cluster
and level being printed out separately, for visual confirmation that the process is working and is accurate enough. This
offers no added functionality other than to aid in the post evaluation of the process.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Figure 6. An example clustering of the 34 sample images that were chosen for use in the database, clusters are separated by white
space.

Domain experts in nanotechnology provided the images used for running the experiments. These images represented
real samples of materials taken at the nanoscale level after they were subjected to different physical and chemical
conditions in materials processes conducted in a scientific laboratory. The images resulting from these processes were
observed under a scanning electron microscope or a transmission electron microscope. Experts provided these images,
along with their concerned metadata, for use in our experimental evaluation.

The experiments were run on a machine running Windows XP. Each run of the experiments was completed in less
than a minute due to the text-based nature of the processing. The processing loop that reevaluated the weights of the
features was found to complete in less than 50 iterations.
The final set of features that were gathered from the images was the particle size, inter-particle distance, zoom
distance, and type of microscope. While this is an admittedly small collection of features to do comparisons on, it
proved to be quite accurate in the final results.
After multiple discrete trials of the program it was observed that each time the images were grouped into acceptable
clusters as verified by domain experts. An example of this grouping is shown in Figure 6. Many of the images
consistently ended up in the same 3rd level cluster showing that the algorithm does indeed produce good output.
With the clustering of the images, quite often there would be select 3rd level clusters that contained the majority of
the images as shown in Figure 7. While these images are indeed similar in nature, and offer the ability to make deep
level comparisons for the images they contain, it would be beneficial to split the group into smaller chunks. Some
improvements that could be made would be to allow for more levels to be clustered in order to split up some of the
denser low-level clusters into even more homogeneous sets.

Figure 7. Dense 3rd level cluster

On the flip side, depending on the run there were clusters containing only one image as seen in Figure 6. This could
in some contexts be interpreted as undesirable because when images are grouped into single clusters, this limits the
comparisons that can be made. This is the yin to the yang of adding more layers, as more layers are added there will be a
higher likelihood of more singly populated clusters further down the tree. When optimizing, a balance between dense
and sparse groups will have to be found, thus presenting a trade-off.
Despite these reservations, experts from the domain examined the clusters obtained after experimental evaluation. In
their observations, these clusters were found to be satisfactory as per the requirements of the domain. This means that
should the experts have measured and grouped the images themselves, the results from clustering algorithm closely
mimicked their own anticipated results indicating that our approach is effective in capturing domain knowledge.
Hence, based on our experimental evaluation, the FeaturesRank approach was found to be suitable in learning a
distance function that adequately captures the relative importance of the features in nanoscale images. Having explained
this feature-based approach for image processing in nanotechnology, we now proceed to discuss the applications of this
work in a real-world context.

5. APPLICATIONS
The applications for nanoscale science are countless and span the areas of physics, chemistry, biology and material
science. Nanotechnology offers a new frontier of construction recently been made accessible due to the development of
new microscopes that offer resolutions down to the nanometer. These microscopes produce images that scientists use to
track changes in structure over time and through different initial conditions. Experts analyze the captured images
looking at features such as particles size, inter-particle distance, and particle height. However, the number of
observations that need to be made restrict the speed at which analysis can be made, therefore it would be advantageous
to automate the process with computations that simulate the analysis of an expert in the field.

One of the main fields that nanotechnology currently finds applications in is biomedical research, especially the
observations of the manner in which cell structures react to nanoscale substrates. From the observations, researchers can
begin to understand how to customize surfaces to manufacture specific cell structures, as the cells form around the
structure of the nanoscale substrate. In order to broaden the research, a simple and scalable method for construction of
nanoscale materials must be developed. The varied materials afford tests for the adhesion, proliferation and
differentiation of cultured bone cells; continued research into how cells react to the presence of synthetic substrates for
biomedical and tissue engineering applications; and the ultimate goal of developing materials for aiding in human body
implants and the reconstruction of skin.
For all of these goals to be achieved, the multistep process of collecting, analyzing, and comparing complex data
such as images must be streamlined. In order to understand the affect of the substrates on the cells, the process has to be
observed from multiple angles and via different scanning microscopy techniques. In this way the implemented
algorithms can be used to process images in a manner analogous to that of a domain expert. Thus, the contribution made
to processing nanoscale images by learning a distance function that captures domain knowledge, effectively finds
applications on a broader level in various real-world scenarios.

6. RELATED WORK
There is considerable work in the field of image data analysis. The FastMap algorithm [5] maps multimedia objects
to points in a k-dimensional space while preserving the similarities of the original objects. This helps retrieval with
spatial access methods, visualization and data mining. Some combine feature based and correlation based methods to
create a trainable measure to classify images [8]. Others propose probabilistic measures [1] for similarity search over
images. The FeaturesRank approach [10] that is further developed here, differs from these approaches in that it takes
into consideration the use of domain specific metadata in addition to visual features. Furthermore, our approach
distances itself further in its ability to apply weighted heuristics to the data in order to judge importance.
Earlier works involved learning distance metrics for plotting graphs of scientific functions [12]. However, images
are more complicated to make comparisons. Chaudhuri et al. [3] rank results from database queries based on
probabilistic information retrieval models. They propose a ranking function that depends on the global importance of
attributes as well as strong correlations between attributes. This is more concerned with post-processing where as the
information needed for our method relies on pre-processed data. Additionally, our focus is on images, not queries.
There has been work done by others using computers to estimate human interaction and preferences. In [9] the
authors propose an approach to human computer interaction involving content-based image retrieval. The results and the
users subsequent perception of the effectiveness are used to learn feature weights for the relevance of the feedback. The
FeaturesRank approach falls into the same general category and the heuristics employed are defined as appropriate.
The main paper on which this research was based presented the approach for the feature based processing of this
paper and outlined an algorithm for clustering images called “FeaturesRank” [10]. The paper listed the steps to follow
for calculating blame based on the ratio between the distance between individual features and the overall distance. Also
included was a heuristic model for adjusting the weights. The combination of these models was used to implement our
approach.
The fundamentals of data mining can be found in many textbooks. The one that was referenced in this project
discussed the algorithms behind k-means clustering and how to implement it [6].

7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper depicts a significant segment of a completed research project in the area of nanoscale image processing.
The algorithm that has been applied to the images and their feature-based data has proved to be good in clustering the
images into acceptable groups, as confirmed by domain experts. The feature-based approach worked well with the
feature set it used for clustering and it output acceptable clusters as assessed by the experts. This phase of the project
offers a number of contributions as follows:
• Dealing with simple numerical data instead of matrices affords faster processing speeds.
• Feature-based clustering simulates comparison made by experts, thus by incorporating the manner in which
experts would actually cluster the data the results of the clustering are much more useful.
• The algorithm in this paper works with a minimal set of data and yet gives good results, implying that less data
needs to be collected from each image before processing.
Moving forward, the feature-based comparisons will be compared to a wavelet based system. Following that
evaluation, a potential combination of these approaches would be considered in order to assess whether a hybridized
system can be built to achieve faster, more accurate comparisons.
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